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Abstract

Keywords

This paper is committed to the relative navigation of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) flying in formation flight. The concept and methods of swarm
UAVs technology and architecture have been explained. The relative state
estimation models of unmanned aerial vehicles which are based on separate
systems as Inertial Navigation Systems (INS)&Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS), Laser&INS and Vision based techniques have been compared
via various approaches. The sensors are used individually or integrated each
other via sensor integration for solving relative navigation problems. The
UAV relative navigation models are varied as stated in operation area, type of
platform and environment. The aim of this article is to understand the
correlation between relative navigation systems and potency of state
estimation algorithms as well during formation flight of UAV.

1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have contributed great
many to military force air domain especially for
surveillance, reconnaissance, attack and defense
missions. Besides, UAVs applications in the private
sector other than military purposes plays an important
role with regard to weather, human reconnaissance,
forestry and agriculture [1], and photogrammetry
beyond the capabilities of a manned aerial vehicles due
to their low cost development and zero risk of loss of
human life. However, operating a single drone is possible
only in a limited area, therefore it is not effective
compared with multiple drones on a mission. A new
concept has come out since the air operations referred
to more than one drone and it has been called Multi-UAV
operations. These operations do not call for a change of
performance of each drone yet allows them to perform
an assigned mission through mutual cooperation in
order to benefit the accuracy and efficiency that allows
diversity [2].
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Swarm UAV concept is used commercial area such
petroleum and pipeline checking applications [3, 4],
cargo applications [5] and also movie sector. The
development of new relative navigation methods of UAV
has a financial aspect. Because of these factors, lots of
academic studies are focused on UAV formation subject
[6].
Relative navigation is employed in separate platforms for
rendezvous, formation flight, stereo imaging. The
relative navigation aims UAVs well as terrestrial or naval
autonomous vehicles [7, 8]. In this study, methods of
UAVs formation flight methods are focused and
compared with each other.
Many researchers have been focused various types of
UAV such fixed wing [9, 10], rotary wing [11, 12]. In this
study, the relative navigation methods are defined
general types of UAVs, not individually. For a desired
swarm concept, there are two basic sections [13], one of
them is navigating the formation and the other one is
maintaining the formation. As a navigating aspect, the
flight path of UAVs formation is determined for the
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leader to along track [14]. On the other hand, maintaining
the UAV formation is related to, detecting, estimating
and controlling the relative vector states of the UAV
which are included in formation [15].
Some studies in the literature, Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) based relative navigation
methods are seemed rightly and practiced excellently
navigate to UAVs. Some research shows that, aerial
refueling can be autonomously made by GPS based
relative methods with UAVs via Relative Time Space
Positioning Information (R-TSPI). Vertical Accuracy is
degraded about 1cm and Horizontal accuracy is
degraded about 3cm with 10 Hz GPS receiver via
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) within GPS based relative
navigation [16].
The relative approaches which are focused in this study,
can be used for not only UAVs platforms but also space,
terrestrial and naval platforms relative state vectors
estimation. Besides the errors in the GPS measurement
can be eliminated via filters and estimation algorithms
via fault tolerant approaches. Positioning vectors can be
predicted precisely regardless of GPS errors.
The main highlights of the paper can be summarized as
follows. First, to focused the Guidance, Navigation and
Control (GNC) architecture of UAV’s formation. Control
approach requirements are denoted. Seconds, target
UAV’s state vector tracking, estimation and control
models are explained. Collision avoidance can be
executed by the relative state vector estimation and
control signals during formation performed as well.
Algorithms which used for relative state vector
estimations of UAVs in formation are highlighted. Third,
the comparisons of relative models are defined with
different aspects within one hand.

Desired
Formation

2. Control of Formation
A proper and careful understanding of the user needs for
formation flying of UAV is key for an adequate design,
implementation and operations of mission. The user
requirements are driving each of these three activities :
• Design; Relative navigation sensors, actuators,
• Implementation; Number of ground stations,
• Operations; Level of onboard autonomy.
Understanding the user needs has a massive influence
on the functionality and feasibility of the mission, as well
on the cost and schedule of implementation.
Unfortunately, this understanding is a very difficult task
for most UAV missions, as the user and engineers
typically have a completely different background with
very limited insight into each other’s domain and using
different domain languages.
In this study, a key question to be answered is that of
knowledge versus control. Two approaches may
illustrate this question. A sensor web which is composed
of swarm UAVs, once established in flight path, typically
must either not be controlled at all, or only with
moderate accuracy. To evaluate the payload data,
collected by the web, it is usually sufficient to determine
the positions of the UAV traditional-on- ground. Thus, a
posteriori knowledge of the absolute and relative
positions is fully sufficient. In this case, direct inter-UAV
links or actuators may not be required by the mission.
On the other hand, a virtual instrument, distributed on
two UAVs flying in formation, might need a constant
distance between the UAVs. In this case, traditional
knowledge is insufficient. Instead, a real-time knowledge
of relative position is required which is the basis for a
real-time control of the relative motion of the UAVs.
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Fig. 1. Guidance, Control and Navigation (GNC) architecture for formation flying UAVs .
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In such as case, a direct inter-UAVs link for crosscommunication might be necessary along with precise
relative navigation sensors and actuators. Guidance,
Navigation and Control (GNC) (Fig.1), is vital subarchitecture for relative navigation of UAV missions [17].
As a result, there is no generally valid approach to
establish the needs for controlling a formation.
Knowledge versus control, availability versus control,
availability versus latency, onboard autonomy versus
ground automation, sensitivity versus robustness, are
key trades to be performed when designing a formation
flying mission.

3. Guidance Navigation and Control Concepts of
UAV Formation
Establishing a formation of UAVs in flight path requires
two phases: the acquisition of the formation and its
maintenance, termed station-keeping. The acquisition
phase depends, among others, on the concept of
operations which describes e.g. how many platforms are
applied to flight paths. Once formation is acquired,
differential accelerations will slowly but gradually
destroy the initial configuration. Depending on the
specific users’ needs for the mission, an active control of
the relative geometry of the formation might thus be
necessary.
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) system must be
installed which enables the platform-keeping of the
formation during the desired time frame. Typically, a
closed-loop control scheme is implemented onboard the
UAVs (Fig.1). Guidance information for the formation
may originate from ground operations or an
autonomous process onboard the UAV. A formation
control function determines actuator commands which
trigger the activation of actuators. A potential
misalignment of actuators and their non-ideal
performance as well as external disturbances cause a
deviation in the imposed velocity increment which, over
time, originates in a slightly non-nominal relative
position. The navigation sensors may not be able to
sense the complete 6-dimensional state vectors. Thus a
subsequent relative flight path determination function is
necessary. As a consequence, the measured relative
position will be different from the determined relative
position.
Relative navigation relates with optimal state estimates
about the position and velocity of one platform relative
to the other one [18]. There are many traditional
applications either as GNSS&INS integrated or ground
based applications. However, these applications require
extra link between components and sensor fusions
sections [19]. Aside from these applications, the novel
ones employ optics and image processing and detection
& tracking models which are in line with enhancing
image process and computational technologies. The aim
of novel relative navigations models is to avoid from the
complexity and increase the accuracy.

3.1. Sensors, Actuators, Software
Sensors for relative navigation and actuators for
formation control are, together with a potential direct
inter-UAV link, the key hardware components for
formation flight (FF). In addition, operations of FF
mission typically require excessive software, both
onboard as well as on-ground. The requirements for all
those key elements are driven by the specific user needs
for the mission.
Here, one might either select existing absolute
navigation sensors which might be used to differentiate
the sensor data from several sensors (Fig.2) prior to or
within flight path determination function to derive the
relative flight path of FF UAVs. GPS receivers or
conventional ground based tracking can be used for this
purpose. Alternatively, dedicated FF navigation sensors
may be used which are either based on radio-frequency
(RF) measurements [20] or optical measurements [21].
Dedicated sensors are typically the most expensive
option. However, especially RF sensors may be used in
addition
to
distance
sensing
for
inter-UAV
communications which renders their use attractive for
high-demand FF missions.

Sensor

Absolute Navigation
Sensor
GNSS (GPS)
Ground-Based
Localization

Relative Navigation
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Fig. 2. Guidance, Control and Navigation (GNC)
architecture for formation flying UAVs.
If a FF mission requires a dedicated acquisition phase
and station keeping phase that needs to be controlled,
actuators, which can actively change the relative motion
of the formation, are typically required. Actuators may
not only be used for formation acquisition and stationkeeping, but may equally well be used for
reconfiguration or resizing of the formation in the
course of the mission. In addition, actuators may be used
as well for a station-keeping of the absolute flight path
of the formation. Actuators are most commonly
thrusters and rotors which provide acceleration in a
continuous or non-continuous mode. In selecting
adequate thrusters for FF missions, key performance
parameters are thrust level, or maximum duration of
thrust. Design trades have to consider among others a
potential distribution of maneuver capabilities over
several UAVs in the formation and risk mitigation
strategies for possible failure modes.
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GNSS&INS Integration Based Relative Navigation Method
of UAVs
Theoretical approaches are used for understanding of
general relative navigation technology. Relative
extended Kalman filter is used for integrating and
upgrading heading and distance data acquired from GPS
and Internal Navigation Systems (INS). This method calls
for an additional link between the relative UAVs
considering the transport navigation, speed, and
attitude information. The GNNS&INS integration
mathematical model has been shown Eq. (1-14).
GPS based relative navigation of UAVs with Relative Time
Space Positioning Information (R-TSPI) accuracy is
degraded to ± 1.0 m Position, ± 0.1 m/s velocity, ± 0.50
[16].
𝑝

𝑝

𝑝

∆𝑋𝑝𝑠 = 𝑋𝑝 − 𝑋𝑠

for i-frame. While solving navigation problem; All
coordinates should be based on converted to primary
object coordinate system.

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑖
𝑎
𝑎
̇ 𝑝𝑠
∆𝑋⃗𝑝𝑠
= 𝑅𝑎i̇ ∆𝑋⃗𝑝𝑠
+ 𝑅𝑎𝑖 ∆𝑋

(5)

In Eq. (5), the time derivative of the rotation matrix can
be written via Eq.(6).;
𝑅𝑎𝑖̇ = 𝑅𝑎𝑖 Ω𝑎𝑖𝑎

(6)

Where, Ω𝑎𝑖𝑎 denotes a skew-symmetric matrix, elements
𝑎
𝑎
from 𝜔𝑖𝑎
, Ω𝑎𝑖𝑎 = [𝜔𝑖𝑎
𝑋]. Thus, Eq. (5) can be expressed as;

(1)
𝑖̇
𝑎
𝑎̇
𝑖 𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝑎 Ω𝑖𝑎 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆 + 𝑅𝑎 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆

𝑝
𝑋𝑝

Primary’s coordinates in primary plane,

𝑝
𝑋𝑠

Secondary’s coordinates in primary plane,

𝑝

∆𝑋𝑝𝑠
Location difference between primary and
secondary, these vectors can also be obtained from the
primary/secondary strapdown inertial navigation
solutions after transferring to the reference (eccentric)
point. These vectors are transformed to the inertial
frame, i-frame for using Eq.(1);
𝑝
∆𝑋𝑝𝑠

=

𝑝
𝑅𝑖

(𝑋𝑝𝑖 − 𝑋𝑠𝑖 )

(2)

(7)

Taking the second time derivative of Eq. (7) to obtain
acceleration dynamic model, the relative acceleration
equation in the a-frame is established as:
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 𝑎
𝑎̈
𝑖̈
𝑎̇
𝑎
𝑎̇
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝑖 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆 − 2Ω𝑖𝑎 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆 − (Ω𝑖𝑎 + Ω𝑖𝑎 Ω𝑖𝑎 )Δ𝑋𝑃𝑆

(8)

𝑎̈
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
In Eq. (8), the forcing term, Δ𝑋
𝑃𝑆 , can be expressed by the
Primary/Secondary accelerations sensed by their
accelerometers, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑃 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 𝑆 , as;
𝑃

𝑆

𝑝

𝑅𝑖 Transformation matrix of i-frame to p-frame, where
is the Primary attitude matrix which transforms from the
i-frame to the p-frame. Eq. (2) represents the
fundamental equation, from which the relative
navigation equations are derived. This process is started
by defining an interface frame, called a-frame, which is a
completely arbitrary frame that rotates with respect to
the i-frame. It should be noted that in this application
everything is represented in the body frame of the
primary, i.e., a=p. The relative position in the a-frame has
coordinates in the i-frame given by:

(𝑋𝑝𝑖 − 𝑋𝑠𝑖 ) = 𝑅𝑎𝑖 (𝑋𝑝𝑎 − 𝑋𝑠𝑎 )

(3)

Taking one time derivative of Eq. (3) yields the relative
velocity dynamic model;

𝑎
(𝑋𝑝𝑖 − 𝑋𝑠𝑖 ) = 𝑅𝑎𝑖 𝑋𝑝𝑠

(4)

𝑖̈
𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗̈𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗̈𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖
∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑋𝑃 − 𝑋𝑆 = 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑔𝑆 − (𝑎𝑃 + 𝑔𝑃 )

(9)

where, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑃𝑖 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑆𝑖 are the specific forces, being also the
quantity that is sensed by thePrimary/Secondary
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ) , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ) are the
accelerometers, respectively; and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑔𝑖 (𝑋
𝑔𝑖 (𝑋
𝑃

𝑃

𝑆

𝑆

accelerations due to the gravitational fields in the iframe and it is a function of the position vector for the
Primary and Secondary, respectively. Using Eq. (9), Eq.
(8) is given by:
Eq. (10) represents that the relative navigation equation
in the p-frame can be converted to a-frame. Because,
integrations should be converted into a stable
coordinate system. Desirable velocity is in e-frame
𝑝
which is parallel with p-frame and shown as, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉
𝑝𝑠

𝑝
𝑎̈
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑠
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑒
∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝑃 𝑎𝑃 − 𝑅𝑠 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑅𝑠 (𝑔𝑃 − 𝑔𝑆 ) −

𝑎 𝑎
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎̇
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
2Ω𝑎𝑖𝑎 ∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 − (Ω𝑖𝑎 + Ω𝑖𝑎 Ω𝑖𝑎 )∆𝑋𝑃𝑆

(10)

a-lane is determined arbitrary as interface. It can change
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𝑝
𝑝 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒̇
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝑒 ∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆

Measurement:

(11)

𝑝
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗(𝑡𝑘 ) = [(∆𝑋
⃗
𝑌
𝑝𝑠 )𝐺𝑃𝑆 − (∆𝑋 )𝐼𝑁𝑆

The time-derivative of Eq. (11):

𝑑 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑝
𝑉
𝑑𝑡 𝑃𝑆

𝑝 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑝 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒̇
𝑒̈
= 𝑅𝑟̇ ∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 + 𝑅𝑒 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆

It is important that the distance between GPS receiver
and IMU must be taken into account for calculation.

(12)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒̈
∆𝑋
𝑝𝑠 can be obtained from Eq. (9) by specialized 𝑎 ≅ 𝑒
𝑝
𝑒 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒 𝑒 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒̈
𝑒 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑠
𝑒̇
𝑒
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑒 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑒
∆𝑋
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝑃 𝑎𝑃 − 𝑅𝑠 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑔𝑃 − 𝑔𝑆 − 2Ω𝑖𝑒 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆 − Ω𝑖𝑒 Ω𝑖𝑒 ∆𝑋𝑃𝑆

(13)

By substituting Eq. (11) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), it yields
the desire form of the relative navigation equation in the
p-frame navigation equations.
Reference station is not stable, so that it can be called
moving platform and it is main moving problem.
EBE (Epoch by Epoch) differential model; Vertical
Accuracy is degraded about 1cm and Horizontal
accuracy is degraded about 3 cm with 10 Hz GPS receiver
via EKF. Real time relative pose estimations are recorded
in primary UAV systems and second UAV is configured
as a moving reference station [16].
Previous position information of UAV is subtracted from
present position. Average values are least than 5 cm.
However, link between UAVs is vital for maintaining the
relative navigation. If the link or the GNSS information
are exhausted, system faults will increase suddenly.

Extracted GPS Data
External
input

Maneuver data

External
input

Attitude Data

The GPS flight path prediction function (Fig.3) evaluates
the flight path, provided by the position determination
function, at 1 Hz rate and accounts for flight path
maneuvers which might have been executed by the
MAIN UAV in the past 30 seconds. It also outputs MAIN
and TARGET UAV flight path states which are used by
other onboard GNC functions as well as by the
autonomous formation control function implementing
the specific guidance and control algorithms described
in the next sections.
Formation UAV concept has been successfully realized
with GPS / INS integration. Besides, relative states
sensitivity between UAVs depend on GPS signal
continuity and strength. Signal interruption due to
environmental factors can cause errors in GPS / INS
relative navigation solutions. Low power condition in
received GPS signals may cause interference to
dominate the incoming GPS signal. Especially in cluster
UAV applications in urban and mountainous areas,
negative situations such as GPS signal failure can be
encountered. In the literature, some studies and
methods have been developed to solve the fault tolerant
GPS-based formation flight problem in order to protect
the formation architecture and avoid collision during
GPS signal interruptions [57].

External
input

Main UAV GPS Data

External
input

FollowerUAV GPS Data

Extracted
GPS Data

GPS Interface
Main UAV States

Flight Path

Flight Path

Flight Path
GPS Based Flight Path
Determination

(14)

Follower
UAV States
Main UAV States

External
input

Maneuver Data

Follower UAV
States

Flight Path

GPS Based Flight Path Prediction

Maneuver
Request

Autonomous Formation
Control
ORB Core

GNC Core

Fig. 3. Shematic software architecture for GPS based autonomous formation flying [22].
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Using GPS signals, the best estimation of the relative
state vectors between UAVs and minimization of errors
with the 24-state Kalman filter is obtained (Figure 4).

Sensor error correction

Sensor error correction
IMU

Position

can be used to make precise estimates of state vectors in
3 axes by detecting relative motion between UAVs
(Figure 5).

GNSS/INS 24
States Kalman Filter

GNSS

GNSS

Position
GNSS/INS/
Vision sensor
4 states
Kalman Filter

Optical Flow
Laser Range
Finder
Gyros

Relative
INS/GNSS Position States
Navigation

Fig.4. Integrated GNSS&INS relative navigation scheme
of UAV formation [24].

INS and Vision Integration Based Relative Navigation
Method of UAVs
Vision based sensors and INS fusion techniques, which
are used for relative navigation, have been awaken some
researchers interest since the developing technology via
letting both INS and vision-based sensors getting
smaller, lighter and cheaper. In some of these
techniques, measurements are processed consecutive
sequence rather than stack. Therefore, it is neither
requires storing the full data set nor re-processing the
existing states data when a new measurement becomes
available [25].
Once single and noisy camera is used within
INS&VISION based integration, INS itself can predict and
detect position, orientation and velocity parameters via
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). Through this
prediction, sheer update of INS parameters (position,
velocity and attitude) stands for the primary objective
[26].
Owing to multi-sensor integration, relative UAV
navigation is increasingly used in cluster UAV
applications to achieve low cost and precise solutions. In
recent years, more accuracy and precise solutions have
been obtained thanks to the integration of visual based
navigation sensors and GPS / INS based sensors.
Movements and state vectors of other UAVs in the
formation can be relatively detected with the CCD
camera [27]. Stereo image processing is applied to
determine the positions relative to each other within the
UAV flight path navigation and formation, and the
position information obtained from this processed
image provides extra navigation information to GPS /
INS based relative UAV navigation [28].
In the literature, studies on UAV formation architecture
are increasing day by day with the use of GPS / INS /
Visual based sensors together. High resolution CCD
camera and complementary Laser Range Finder (LRF)

Vision/INS/G Relative
NSS navigation Position States

Fig.5. Integrated GNSS/INS/Vision based relative
navigation scheme of UAV formation [24].

Vision Based Relative Navigation Method of UAVs
By and large, visual based navigation systems are applied
so as to mitigate the dependency of external systems like
GNSS during relative navigation missions [29].
The Vision Based Relative Navigation systems have been
designed for near vicinity movements in UAV concept as
rendezvous, docking and formation maneuvers. . Known
position of the target in close range is specified by 2D,
3D or stereo imaging sensors (Fig.6). Relative position
vector estimations and optimization of UAV, collision
observations are calculated simultaneously. Calculated
positions states are used for control systems which
designated executing necessary corrections as if ΔV
avoiding and corrective maneuvers within docking,
formation flight, collision avoidance system [30].
However, Vision-based navigation has also been focused
highly [31,32]. Terrain Aided Navigation System (TANS)
typically useable of internal sensors and terrain database
which prepared in advance [33,34].

Laser
range
Gyro rates
Optical
Flow

+

Σ

Relative
Position and
Velocity
Estimation

Initial platform
attitude

Fig.6. Vision based relative navigation flow chart [24].
Camera (Optic) has two direction errors. Vision based
navigation state estimations are determined with LRF
due to third direction respectively and denoted as LOF.
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Hence, EKF is composed for estimating these errors with
4 states as shown as Eq. (15) [24].

(15)

𝑋𝐿𝑂𝐹 = [𝛿𝜂𝑏 , 𝛿𝜂𝑓 , 𝛿𝜔𝑓𝑥 , 𝛿𝑓𝑦 ]

Where, 𝛿𝜂𝑏 and 𝛿𝜂𝑓 denote the LRF constant bias and
measurement error. 𝛿𝜔𝑓𝑥 and 𝛿𝜔𝑓𝑦 camera (optic) flow
measurement error x and y axis respectively.
The dynamic model of these four error states are used
as zero mean Gaussian white noise.
The measurement vector z is determined by Eq. (16);
(16)

𝐻
𝐻 𝑇
𝑍𝐿𝑂𝐹 (𝑡) = [𝑉𝐿𝑂𝐹
− 𝑉𝐺𝑃𝑆
] = [𝐻2×4 ]𝑋𝐿𝑂𝐹 (𝑡) + 𝑉2×1 (𝑡)

𝐻
𝐻
Where, 𝑉𝐿𝑂𝐹
and 𝑉𝐺𝑃𝑆
are visual and GPS velocity
measurements respectively.

UAV horizontal velocity in the body frame can be
determined from the camera (optic), LRF and gyro
angular rate have been determined by Eq. (17).

(17)

𝑉𝑏𝑥𝑦 = (Ω𝑥𝑦 − 𝜑𝑥𝑦 ) × 𝑟𝑔𝑧

𝑉𝑏𝑥𝑦 are denoted translation velocities, Ω𝑥𝑦 camera
(optical) measurement of angular rate, 𝜑𝑥𝑦 are denoted
rotation rates at two horizontal axis, 𝑟𝑔𝑧 is denoted
height measurement which comes from LRF as noted
Eq.(17).
The camera (optical) and LRF navigation error model is
derived via Eq. (18);

V𝑔𝑥𝑦 = [Ω𝑥𝑦 (1 − 𝜔𝑓𝑥𝑦 ) − 𝜑𝑥𝑦 ](𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 )(1 − 𝜂𝑓 ) + 𝜀 (18)

 is denoted bias due to sloping of Earth and errors EKF
errors can be derived as Eq. (19);
𝛿𝑉𝑔𝑥𝑦 = (𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 )(1 − 𝜂𝑓 )𝛿𝜔𝑓𝑥𝑦 + [𝛺𝑥𝑦 (1 − 𝑤𝑓𝑥𝑦 ) − 𝜑𝑥𝑦 ]
[(1 − 𝜂𝑓 )𝛿𝜂𝑏 + (𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 )𝛿𝜂𝑓 ]
(19)
Hence, Eq. (20) represents the 𝐻2×4 matrix in Eq.(16);

[Ω𝑥 (1 − 𝜔𝑓𝑥 ) − 𝜑𝑥 ](1 − 𝜂𝑓 )

[Ω𝑦 (1 − 𝜔𝑓𝑦 ) − 𝜑𝑦 ](1 − 𝜂𝑓 )

)
[Ω𝑥 (1 − 𝜔𝑓𝑥 ) − 𝜑𝑥 ](𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 ) [Ω𝑦 (1 − 𝜔𝑓𝑦 ) − 𝜑𝑦 ] (
𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏

𝐻2×4

(𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 )(1 − 𝜂𝑓 )
[

0

0
(𝑟𝑔𝑧 − 𝜂𝑏 )(1 − 𝜂𝑓 )

]

(20)

The stochastic model of the EKF and the parameters
should be designed according to the sensors’
specifications.

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) Based
Relative Navigation Method of UAVs
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM)
algorithm can be used to navigate UAVs in an
unpredictable environment [35]. Since the onboard
vision sensors detect landmarks on the other platforms
and environment for relative navigation of UAVs. The
SLAM estimates the platform position vectors with
successive edge detection and observations [36,32].
Odometers, radar, GPS and several types of range
finders such as sonar, laser and infrared supported
sensors are commonly employed in SLAM techniques
[37, 38]. BOSLAM (term Monocular SLAM is also used) as
a fine solution to the SLAM problem is so helpful for
supplying relative measurements. There have been a
series of tremendous enhancements for BOSLAM over
last year’s [39-42].
The SLAM techniques are practical for indoor and/or
outdoor environments and build up enormous splash
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) research field.
In this day and age, vehicles are able to reach out to next
flight through way-point and hold their exact position by
using only visual data provided by the SLAM framework
for marking the target of UAV missions. Some principal
topics are robustness of solutions to the loss of the
properties in the video images, being late in the
communication processes, ways of eliminating the slow
drift in behavior could have far more importance for long
flights, succession UAV’s environments without any
external support [26].

Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
(LASER)/Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) Based
Relative Navigation Method of UAV
Laser systems are used for different kind of applications
within Space and UAV as if Laser Range Finders (LRF) and
Laser Target Designators (LTD), Laser Radars (Light
Detection and Ranging–LIDAR), Laser Communication
Systems (LCS) and Directed Energy Weapons (DEW).
Besides, relative navigation, docking, 3D stereo mapping,
remote sensing, detection, collision warning and
obstacle avoidance are used with Laser/Lidar sensors
frequently [43, 24].
Laser/Lidar based systems are used for different
functions with different measurement techniques (Table
1).
Laser/Lidar systems can be used individually besides
they are integrated into other systems (Fig.7) via sensor
fusion due to increasing accuracy of relative state
estimations and they are back up for laser sensors
limitations due to atmosphere affects as if fog and
clouds.
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Table 1. Laser systems Functions and Measurement
Techniques [44]

The microwave radar range equation is applied to laser
systems and the power received by the detector 𝑃𝑅 is
given by Eq. (21);

Functions

Measurements

Tracking, Sensing,
Imaging

Amplitude (Reflectance)

Moving Target
Indication (MTI)

Range (Delay)

Machine Vision

Velocity (Doppler Shift or Differential
Range)

Velocimetry

Angular Position

Target Detection,
Identification

Vibration Level

Sensor Fussion with
LASER
Multi/Hyper
Spectral
Sensors

GNSS

INS

Visual
Camera

sensors have been tried to be invented over last decades
[44].

Micro-wave
Radar

Fig. 7. Sensor Integration of UAVs formation concept
[44].
Most laser systems are active devices that operate in a
similar way to electromagnetic waves radars but at much
higher frequencies (Table 2) [19].
Table 2. Wavelengths of some laser types [44].
Types of Laser

Wavelength

CO2

9.2-11.2 μm

Er:YAG

2 μm

Nd:YAG

1.06 μm

GaAIAs

0.8-0.904 μm

HeHe

0.63 μm

Frequency DuobledNd:YAG

0.53 μm

The useful effects of airborne laser systems including the
smaller component and accurate angular resolution
have been resulted in several UAV applications [24].
However, laser sensors are so vulnerable to dust, fog,
and cloud of the atmosphere that makes these sensors
far more limited within close ranges than microwave
systems. Hence, analyzing the performance of laser
sensors and systems in various weather and
environmental conditions are substantial. What is more,
specified airborne laser safety is considered as an
important criterion due to the fact that multiple systems
currently used within the near infrared create an
enormous risk for the naked human eye. At this view,
laser-based technologies are not considered as green
methods, yet these technologies can use several
platforms thanks to the locating accurate position and
angular measurement abilities. Nonetheless, power
consumption and weight always becomes a challenging
issue for UAVs, therefore cost-effective Laser/Lidar

𝑃𝑅 =

𝑃𝑇 𝐺𝑇 𝜎 𝜋𝐷 2
𝜏𝑎𝑡𝑚 𝜏𝑠𝑦𝑠
4𝜋𝑅2 4𝜋𝑅2 4

(21)

Where, 𝑃𝑇 is the transmitter power, 𝐺𝑇 is the transmitter
antenna gain, R is the range (m), D is the aperture
diameter (m), 𝜏𝑎𝑡𝑚 is the atmospheric transmittance and
𝜏𝑠𝑦𝑠 is the system transmission factor. With laser
systems, the transmitter antenna gain is substituted by
the aperture gain, expressed by the ratio of the
steradian solid angle of the transmitter beam width 𝑎2 to
that of the solid angle of a sphere which is noted Eq. (22).

𝐺𝑇 =

4𝜋
𝑎2

(22)

Relative Navigation Algorithms for UAVs
In this part, as mentioned above, using algorithms for
control section of UAVs which are used for not only
sensor fusion but also detect and estimate the target
UAV motions, UAV’s movements such as Kalman, particle
filters. Estimation of States, which are converted from
non-linear movement characterize to linear within a
divided time periods are predicted. On the other hand,
math and physical models of system must be well
defined.
For linear randomize systems, Kalman filters are wellknown for their popular state estimation, prediction,
optimization techniques [45]. One interesting issue as to
Kalman filters is that they call for an precise system
model and accurate noise statistics data. By virtue of
these restrictions, applications can be hardly
implemented in real life. Deficiency of information
causes enormous estimation errors as well as filter
accuracy.
Some of related works on monocular SLAM predicated
on extra sensors [46], Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is
improved for velocity position and behavior estimation
of a UAV with using low-cost sensors which are created
by a sensor-fusion algorithm. Especially, an IMU and an
optical-flow sensors which include a laser module and
an extra gyroscope can be used [29]. In fusing inertial
sensors with camera in an iterated EKF is suggested.
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) has been the most
comprehensively used application for nonlinear filtering
problems so far. However, it works well only in the linear
regime in which the linear approximation of the
nonlinear dynamic system and it is compatible only
when the observation model is valid [47]. Recently, a
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cubature Kalman filter (CKF) [48] based on the thirddegree spherical-radial cubature rule has been proposed
and employed with various applications, such as
positioning [49], sensor data fusion [50] and attitude
estimation [51]. The cubature rule is derivative-free and
the number of the scaled cubature points is linearly with
the state-vector dimension, which makes the CKF could
be applied in high-dimensional nonlinear filtering
problems. Compared with the EKF, the CKF has better
convergence characteristics and greater accuracy for
nonlinear systems [48]. According to the academic
simulation outcomes, the proposed filter provides far
more accurate estimates for relative attitude and
position than the extended Kalman filter [47].
Some researchers also use different algorithm systems
which are Monte Carlo Simulation Method [52, 53],
Lyapunov Method [54, 18], etc. or novel versions of
Kalman filters as if Cubature Kalman filters [47], Adaptive
Fading Kalman Filters (AFKF) [55, 56], Federal Kalman
Filters, for increasing accuracy of linearization,
estimation, optimization of states within not only flying
vehicles but also all movement vehicles for autonomous
control, docking, relative navigation aims [57]. Multiple
hypotheses filters, filtering techniques, Sum of
Gaussians [58], Particle Filters [59] and extensively
various estimation and filtering techniques [60] have
been studied by some authors.
Some of the most eligible notes of these works still are
based on the well-known Extended Kalman filter [61,62].
Kalman filters have proven themselves not only in theory
but also in practical usage of real systems. However,
state estimation of non-linear stochastic systems
suffering low performance and repellency along with the
noise distribution in the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
are incompatible to a real system which is broadly used
by UKF [63].

3.2. Impact on Mission Architecture and UAV Bus
Designing, implementing and operating a successful FF
mission needs to consider the FF mission needs to
consider the FF aspects on all elements of the mission
architecture.
1. Subject,
2. Flight path and constellation, (design of relative
formation geometry)
3. Payload, (Camera, military payload)
4. Platform, (UAV body types)
5. Ground element,
6. Mission operations,
7. Command, Control and Communications
architecture (inter-UAV link, relay options)
From an engineering point-of-view, the impact of FF on
the UAV, payload and bus are most interesting. Of these
two aspects, the payload is critically driven by the user

needs. For the UAV bus, FF does not only affect the
navigation sensors and control actuators as described
above, but has an impact on various other subsystems.
• Attitude Control System (ACS) (relative pointing for
payload operations or inter-UAV link),
• Guidance, Navigation, Control (GNC)(additional
relative GNC functions),
• Propulsion (Prop) (FF control and flight path
control),
• Structures and mechanisms,
• Electrical Power System (EPS),
• Thermal Control Systems (TCS),
• On board Data Handling System (OBDH),
• Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC)
(additional bandwidth for payload and FF
operations)

4. Results and Discussion
For autonomous UAV systems, complexity reveals itself
in different ways;
1. Complexity of environment,
2. Complexity of task to be perform,
3. Complexity of Co-operation between multiple
autonomous systems.
The environment encountered by autonomous system
varies in a large scale. Generally, UAVs operate in
relatively simple and forgiving environments. On the
contrary to the ground plane, a UAV’s environments are
utterly obstacle free. Although a world representation is
not required for UAV’s environment, there are slight
environmental conditions which create other forms of
complexity. This complexity can be separated into two
groups;
Firstly, atmospheric effects such as turbulence, shear
and vortices influence the vehicle’s motion dramatically.
These effects may have a considerable influence on the
vehicles linear and angular motion, and they are
potentially catastrophic in terms of accident.
Secondly, other contributors are to accounted as
complexity of boom motion during aerial refueling, deck
and optical system motions during carrier landing.
Ascribed to the complexity associated with
environments, autonomous vehicles have to sense to a
certain degree in order to comprehend their
environment. The process of representing and
understanding the Earth can be deemed from many
aspects. For instance, a stationary sensor has the ability
to create an Earth representation, yet its inability to
move regards that representation has a constricted
internal use. A sensor located on a man plotted vehicle
can create an Earth representation since the humans are
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able to enhance situational awareness by interpreting
and understanding the Earth. Tele-operated vehicles call
for a human guidance in the loop in which there is a
heavy dependence upon human for input and guidance.
Therefore, the tele-operated vehicle has limited
requirements for Earth representations [64].
Complexity, automation and autonomy appear as a
whole single entity as well as multiple platforms. In this
regard, each system may be preferable depending on the
mission requirements. A problem expected to well
resolved by single asset solution could be identified.
Below there is a bunch of characteristics which shown in
Table 3 as an example to this identification.
Table 3. Comparison of single and multiple UAV
concepts [64].
Single Platform
Hard to separate into pieces,
Highly interdependent system
dynamics,

Multiple Platforms
Easy to separate into
pieces.,
Dynamics are loosely
coupled,
Time-scale separation is
apparent,

Physical dispersion adds little
benefit,
Simultaneous actions add little,
Sequential tasking is
adequate/optimal,

Physical dispersion can be
used to great effect,
Simultaneous tasking has
great utility,
Sequential tasking is
inadequate,

Information transfer is
costly/inadequate,
Threats make communication
undesirable,
Geographic separation makes
communication difficult,
Terrain/environment make
communication difficult.

Information transfer is not
costly,
A global information state
can be maintained,
Local information is
adequate,
Lags and latency are
acceptance.

All these with the caveat of the complexity problems are
so overwhelming that separation remains the sole
realistic option available. The benefits of having multiple
assets add degrees of freedom to the problem resolution.
However, this flexibility comes with a cost which could
be regarded as an additional complexity imposed in the
form of limitations. A target must be validated before an
attack and battle damage has to be assessed before the
attack. For this reason, the meaning of “complexity and
automation” for multi-platform systems probably imply
different concepts from those associated with single
platform systems.
Other key factors that make a multi-asset solution aside
from a single-asset solution are:
1. Problem division,
2. Information availability.
The former includes actions/items such as order of
precedence (kill chain), coupling of tasks, performance
and computations. The latter deals primarily with
communication,
centralization
of
processing,

correlation of targets and moving platforms [55].
In the formation architecture, the joint movement
between UAVs and the behavior characteristics of a
single UAV are preserved during the decision process.
The architecture was established on a single center
control. Meanwhile, there must be a communication
between all UAVs via the inter-UAV link. Task features,
cross-platform communication, and uncertainty
management have an impact on the interoperability
level. This situation creates a complex structure. There
is no collaboration process that can take all inputs and
variables into account. However, by dividing it into
sections, the solution is tried to be simpler, although the
totality is lost. Although this solution is not the best
solution for collaboration and task, it is a solid and
acceptable solution.
Cluster UAV control and optimal selection problem can
be separated functionally by numerical and
mathematical models. In the UAV formation concept,
subset and task formation can be done in conjunction
with theoretical methods [65], discretization approaches
[66] and relative profit-loss techniques [67]. Subset
optimization problem can be examined under many
subtitles. While determining and simplifying the main
mission goal, the task and timing of each platform
forming the formation should be determined. Each UAV
sends its mission requirements and information to the
central
decision
department.
Algorithms
for
multitasking, heuristic search methods, discretization
and limiting [68], linear programming approach [68]
include iterative network flow. The complexities of
multitasking can be absorbed by task integration.

4.1. Comparison
Traditional techniques such as GNSS, INS based on
integration are used in UAV’s as well as other platforms.
Also, these techniques are both compatible with
commercial planes, cars, ships and not energy limited
opposes to small UAVs. However, a lot of studies are
focused on techniques for these platforms not only fixed
wing but also rotary wing [69,70] due to autonomous
control, especially Guidance, Navigation and Control
(GNC).
Traditional methods like GNSS based relative navigation
approaches have been limited by coverage area which
served by GPS, GLONASS, GALİLEO satellites, on the
other hand, it gives more accurate and continuous
location information and also cost effective for designing
small UAV’s power systems. Using GNSS and ground
stations for relative navigation applications are
expensive. It seems like a challenge for using laser
sensors within UAVs due to limited power budget.
However, it can be integrated other methods like INS,
laser, vision sensors.
Laser/Lidar based sensors are vulnerable to dust, fog
and clouds according to wavelengths. Yet, these sensors
are very accurate for detecting. Visual and GNSS based
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UAVs relative navigation methods comparison is shown
in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparison of Visual and GNSS based relative
navigation of UAVs [19].
Visual

GNSS
It is based on
electromagnetic wave
energy.

1.

Green Method (no energy
dissipation required).

2.

Wide sensor requirements
viewing range.

UAV and GNSS coverage
is required.

3.

Short distance solutions.

Relatively long-distance
solutions.

4.

The extra inter-UAVs link
is not required, provided
autonomous solutions.

Link between UAVs is
required.

5.

The relative motion
sensitivity depends on the
sensor sensitivity.

The relative motion
depends on the GNSS
information sensitivity.

The sensor integration is used for overcoming these
complexity and navigation issues in formation concepts.
The sensors vary according to accuracy and data rate
which used for measurement from source. The sensor
properties are shown in Table 5. Kalman filters are used
for integrating sensor. Inter-UAV link should be
established for sharing navigation data in formation.
Table 5. Example of sensor properties for UAV
navigation [24].
Sensors

Data Rate

Accuracy
Gyro: Scale <2%
Bias<20deg/hr
Accelerometer:
Scale<1%
2 cm
0.05m/s

INS (IMU7000CB)

50 Hz

GPS (Novatel RTK)

20 Hz

Optical (CCD Camera)

50 Hz

Scale<2%

LRF

25Hz

Scale error<1%
Offset<10cm

5. Conclusion
In this Study, relative navigation methods which are used
for UAVs are focused on different approaches. The vision
based relative navigation methods have been attracted
attention by some researchers during last decades
thanks to their remarkable advantages. However,
traditional GNSS and INS based methods have proven
themselves at online platforms within several
environments even though they have coverage
limitations.
Algorithm types which used for estimate states of
relative parameters are chosen according to analyzing
the nonlinear motion. Kalman filters such as extended,
unscented, cubature algorithm models need input data
which come from measurement and models. However,
they are run by online system simulations successfully.

Formation flight concept on UAVs is focused in this
study and compared between single and multiple
platforms usage for UAV in the area of interest. Besides,
Vision based and GNSS based relative states estimation
approaches are compared each other.
The methods of UAVs are relative navigation state
estimates are chosen according to platform, mission and
accuracy requirements. The sensor and algorithms
development will be affected to selecting relative
approaches on UAVs. The final point of relative method
selections is fully independent, autonomous and
effective due to mission requirements.
In conclusion, the article highlights the relative
navigation methods of UAVs and the impact factor of
formation architecture from different perspectives. The
complexity and comparison between relative methods
are examined in terms of motion detection sensor
properties. With this study, it is aimed to be a guide in
the selection of relative navigation methods and
predictions of their complexities in future formation
unmanned aerial vehicles missions, taking into account
the environment, mission and platform characteristics.
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